ADVERTORIAL: NU.U

Perfect
Skin

Easy solutions to good skin are
not impossible

J

ohn Lennon once famously said that “the most important thing
is to have clean skin”. The benefits of healthy skin cannot be
undermined; it offers confidence and the appearance of wellbeing to any man.
Urban stresses can often contribute to imbalances in the body,
namely the production of testosterone and affects the skin due to the
over-secretion of oil in sebum glands, which can thus result in acne.
For some people, a genetic predisposition to acne can also result in
the inflammation of the pores. But NU.U offers methods to control
your skin problems.

LASER TREATMENT

A quick, effective and fuss-free method that NU.U offers is the
Smartxide fractionated CO2 laser peel, a new and improved
treatment over the laser peels of old. Employing a laser that is split
into microscopic beams, it reduces the intensity of the peel so as to
eliminate the possibility of inflammation and removes only a fraction
of the epidermis. This means that the beams are precisely targeted
and does not affect healthy skin. The beams also stimulate the growth
of collagen. The process is quick, with virtually no after effects. Within
one to three days, the skin is rejuvenated and healthy.
The Smartxide dot peel is also good for removing fine lines,
repairing sun-damaged skin and removing acne scarring, which can
occur due to improper care of the skin.

ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS

If you prefer other methods of preventing and removing acne, topical
and oral medication is also available at NU.U. Oral medication such
as antibiotics can help eliminate breakouts, while topical products
control the production of oil and prevent inflammation of the oil ducts
under the skin, thus stopping the development of acne.
Naturally, the best cure is prevention, and NU.U offers a skin
renewal serum that contains alpha and beta hydroxy acids as well as
hyaluronates. The serum removes blackheads and impurities from the
skin, preventing the clogging of the pores that can then lead to acne.
NU.U offers effective and fuss-free solutions to healthy skin, with
practical solutions to your skin care needs.
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